1, Introduction
This paper was suggested by previous work of the author on the mechanics of rotating fluids (Long, 1953a) and fluids with density stratification (Long, 1953b) , Among other things these papers showed how the primitive equations of motion can be integrated in certain cases to yield a partial differential equation similar to that of potential flow. The procedure used to do this also works in cases of conducting fluids in magnetic fields. We will show this in some detail for the axisymmetric case in the follovfing section. The extension to the plane case is similar and will not be discussed here.
-2-2. Axisymmetric flow consider the steady flow of a frictionless, incompressible, conducting fluid of infinite conductivity. If, as is usual, we neglect displacement currents we have equations (Cowling, 1957) -
VK(T)(h)'0^ (4)
where Vis the fluid velocity, p is fluid pressure, o is the uniform density, ^ is the speed and">Lis the potential of other body forces.
We have written
where f/ is the magnetic field andytu is the permeability.
We adopt the coordinate system of Figure 1 and the following additional assumptions:
(1) Axial symmetry, i.e. all scalars are independent of O, In particular if the velocity and magnetic fields are r-^6: ^^l +^^)
h.=-fl -h^i + ^^ (6) the components depend only on r and ?. 
2) The velocity and magnetic fields are assumed known either at 2->-~ <>c>0T at ^->-i-oo . The components It and -F of these "undisturbed fields" are assumed to be zero and, for simplicity, the remaining components depend only on distance from the axis. The question of whether an undisturbed region exists, and if so whether it is "upstream" or "downstream" will be discussed only with reference to a special case in the next section.
Equations (2) and (3) can be integrated by introducing two scalar functions t(r?)^ Aflf;^)
The three equations in (4) are
Equations (9) and (10) 
where the material derivative is 4t ^r dt Equation (12) may also be written (13) %A,^%A,^o^
with integral
Thus /\ is constant on the material surfaces j^^ constant. Since the latter are stream surfaces, this expresses the well-known principle that magnetic lines move with the fluid in the ideal case of this paper.
Equation (11) amy also be integrated? With use of (7) and (8) 
A--^4
SO that
where K(S^jis an arbitrary function.
Another conserved quantity can be found from thej^ equation in (1).
Since p/f f ^^^ + ^ is independent of 9 this equation is
The same procedure that led to (17) permits us to integrate this equation. We get vr-Ajr r= Uf).
The final conservation equation is found by cross differentiating the remaining two equations in (1) 
Equations (17) and (19) give us where A and B are functions of ^, ^ JL P.
•' -
Using (22) (24)
Introducing the streamfunction y^. We may now evaluate all unknown functions of Y in terms of the known functions of T^ in (27) and (28). From (8) we get
A-(^Kro<^^o
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Equations (17), (19) and 25) show that
L--^.n -k^^'o) ^0
(34)
•ft >-"o These functions and A', B' become known functions of ^^if we eliminate ^^ by using (30).
It is not the purpose of this note to develop applications of the equation (26) 
The magnetic field does not affect the motion. 
This is the same as the equation derived by the author for the nonconducting case (k x^ o) . Solutions of interest may be found in ways similar to those in two papers, (Long, 1955) and (Long, 1956) , (3) A number of other cases in which the equation (26) is linear can be found by a procedure similar to that in a recent paper (Long, 1958) .
This approach will not be developed here.
3, The undisturbed region
If we could have included dissipation in our discussion we could be sure that the magnetic and flow fields would be undisturbed at sufficient distances from the source of the disturbance. Without dissipation, however, we will frequently have a situation in which steady perturb= ations can exist at indefinitely great distances from the source of the disturbance. In subcritical flow of water over an obstacle in a channel, for example, the free surface downstream to infinity is in steady wave motion (Lamb, 1932) . At sufficiently great distances upstream there is no disturbance. The steady-state theory is incomplete in such cases since the mathematical problem is indeterminate, J. J. Stoker (1953) has shown that in the water-wave case the disappearance of upstream waves occurs even without dissipation if the flow problem is solved from the initial state of rest. On the other hand Rayleigh (Lamb, 1932) found that indeterminacy of this kind can be removed by introducing a small amount of friction in an artificial way. As the coefficient of friction tends to zero the solution tends to that obtained by the approach of Stoker or by arbitrarily superimposing solutions to wipe out upstream waves. The author has verified that Rayleigh's approach is effective in a case similar to the one in this paper (Long, 1955) .
We can obtain definite results in the model mentioned in the last section, a stream of liquid moving at a uniform speed wJ© parallel to the axis, rotating with constant angular velocity_n_, and under a uniform axial magnetic field n^. If the disturbance is not too large we may suppose that the problem of the undisturbed region may be decided on the basis of linear theory, namely that upstream or downstream conditions will be undisturbed if no energy from the source of disturbance (in the vicinity of z = 0) can reach the steady waves which may exist. In the linear case the energy propagation will be at the speed of the group velocity. On the other hand for large disturbances we recognize that effects that change the basic velocity and magnetic fields may propagate indefinitely in the direction of the assumed undisturbed region. The problem as originally posed would then be overdetermined mathematically. This occurs in the case mentioned above of water flow over an obstacle. If the flow is slow and the obstacle large, a "blocking" wave propagates upstream, raising the water level and making it impossible to assume that upstream is undisturbed.
The blocking problem is discussed at length in Long (1955) and will not be examined here. The case of small or moderate axisymmetric disturbances leads to a simple and interesting conclusion.
If we perturb the basic flow and magnetic fields slightly we will obtain a spectrum of waves moving in the upstream and downstream directions. If we confine the system to a circular tube of arbitrary radius b the waves will move at speeds given by Long (1956) I -u -.
•^\ ) Comparing with (41) waves with speeds c < ho have a group velocity greater than the phase velocity, while those with speeds 6 >n have a lower group velocity. In the steady-state problem, if "^o^'io w^^es of the second kind can remain at rest against the current and these will be found downstream. The undisturbed region will be upstream.
However if K^Q ^\ the standing waves will be upstream and the undisturbed region will be downstream.
We see from (41) that there is both a maximum and minimum wave speed. If the oncoming stream has a speed outside of these limits no waves can exist and we would expect the disturbed motion to die out at ^ t=j-oo. As the current approaches infinity or zero (37) shows that the motion approaches potential flow.
